CLOSED CELL
CCMC Listing 13527-L
Air Barrier System 13583-R

Foamsulate closed cell
spray foam products are
far superior to traditional
insulation materials, providing
exceptional insulation,
eliminating air leakage and
dramatically reducing heating
and cooling costs from day one.

PROTECT YOUR GREAT INDOORS
The Smarter Choice

Why FoamsulateTM ECO?
Unlike fiberglass, cellulose and other traditional types of insulation, our closed cell Foamsulate spray
foam products expand to precision to fill even the tiniest cracks and spaces with a long-lasting solid,
creating a tighter “thermal envelope” for the most effective, high-quality air barrier that lasts.

Energy Eﬃciency

Spray Foam Insulation is the
material of choice for forming
the tightest, healthiest, and most
energy-efficient thermal envelope
in today’s construction and
remodeling projects.

Superior Performance and Value

Safe

Foamsulate™ ECO has achieved Type 2 status. This is Canada’s classification for spray foams who meet
the highest criteria for long term thermal resistance (LTTR).

Spray Foam Insulation provides a
healthier alternative to traditional
insulation. FoamsulateTM ECO
closed cell foam provides superior
moisture and mold control, creates
the toughest air barrier available to
keep pollutants and allergens out,
and improves air quality indoors.

Because FoamsulateTM ECO has a very high LTTR, less material may be required to achieve a specified
insulation value.
• Spray foam reduces energy bills by up to 40%.
• Spray foam has a higher R-value and better performance than traditional insulation because it
stops air leaks that can reduce R-values by 25-40%.
• Foamsulate™ ECO expands and fills every space and crack preventing conditioned air from leaking out.

Is Foamsulate ECO Right for Your Project?
TM

The superior insulation properties of closed cell spray foam make it ideal for residential, manufacturing
plants, factories and industrial park structures that depend on low-maintenance, energy-efficient
solutions to ensure profitable operations.

New Construction

Remodels & Upgrades

Used throughout a new structure, closed

Using FoamsulateTM ECO in your residential or

cell Foamsulate products create the tightest

commercial remodel brings your building to the

thermal envelope around the entire building for

highest of today’s standards for sustainability,

reduced heating and cooling costs, improved

energy efficiency, structural integrity and air

air quality, advanced temperature control,

quality, plus you’ll realize immediate monthly

and stronger structural integrity.

savings in energy costs.

Aﬀordable
FoamsulateTM ECO delivers immediate
monthly savings in heating and
cooling costs, and increases the value
of your building, too. FoamsulateTM
ECO pays for itself in energy savings in
less than five years.

Green
Closed cell spray foam Insulation
creates an exceptionally tight seal
that will dramatically reduce your
building’s energy consumption– and
that’s the most environmentally
friendly thing any of us can do.

WHY USE
FOAMSULATE™ ECO?
Our Contractors

All Closed Cell Sray Foams Are Not Ccreated Equal
FoamsulateTM ECO’s proprietary closed cell formula has been carefully designed and thoroughly tested to

Every contractor in our network of
authorized spray foam insulation
applicators has the professional
training, safety credentials and
experience to deliver the highest
level of service and customer
satisfaction.

provide our customers with the highest quality, most consistent result and best overall performance.
> Completely blocks pollutants, dust and allergens

> Allows for advanced temperature control

Save Big Every Month

> Ideal for commercial and high-end residential
environments

> Improves structural strength

A tighter thermal envelope saves
you 30-50% on heating and cooling
costs, right away.

Save Up to 30-50% on Heating & Cooling Costs!
A professionally-installed FoamsulateTM ECO insulation system stops air leakage problems better than
any other insulation material, adding up to big savings you’ll see right away.

Closed cell Foamsulate™ ECO is approved for use in:
> Exterior walls
> Vented and unvented
attic assemblies
> Between floors
> Foundations

> Crawlspaces
> HVAC ducts
> Fluid tanks
> Cold storage units

Improve Air Quality
FoamsulateTM ECO blocks tiny
pollen, dust and pollution particles
from entering your building,
protecting your home or facility and
ensuring cleaner air.

Protect Your Investment
FoamsulateTM ECO won’t sag or settle
over time like traditional materials,
and its rigidity actually strengthens
your building’s structure.

Training
Doing it right
•

•

Foamsulate™ ECO is exclusively applied by licensed applicators who have been trained to CAN/ULC
705.2, the Standard For Thermal Insulation Spray Applied Rigid Polyurethane Foam.
Premium Spray Products Canada goes beyond classroom training. Our technical sales representatives
provide hands on jobsite training to our installers for additional practical knowledge.

Keep Indoor Temps
Comfortable & Consistent
FoamsulateTM ECO eliminates indoor
hot and cold zones for the most
precise temperature control available.
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